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BACKGROUND 
The asteroid discovered by the Adeptus Astronimican, namely N1F1He1-1000, have, due 

to its scheduled destruction, been the target of a scouting operation courtesy the space 

marine chapter Scouti Vindici. 

 

The ice cold haze that surrounds the asteroid, and forms its tail, disrupts any orbital 

footage attempts of the surface, hence a ground operation was initiated.  

 

Led by Captain John Anderson, company commander of the Scouti Vindici 13th company, 

a small scouting party deployed to the surface of the asteroid. Their mission was to find 

any weakness in its structure or a passageway to its core, to best place the strategic 

warheads designated to destroy the asteroid.  

 

FINDINGS 
What the scouting party found, confirmed the Inquisitorial suspicions. The following 

findings were reported before all contact with the scouting party were lost: 

 

The nature of the soil samples collected confirms the asteroid to be the remnants of 

Niflheim, the moon of Hel in the Hel Segundo System. Somehow the Orks have converted 

the moon into a space craft of obscene proportions, with a propulsion system that 

seemingly can be fuelled by whatever sources available. The ground scanners indicate 

that the structure of the moon is semi hollow; hence a drilling operation could provide a 

way to the core. 

 

The surface is swarmed with Ork activity, and the scouting party quickly came under the 

attention of a local Big Mek and his mechanized warriors at a construction site where 

what seems to be a Stompa were under construction. 

 

 
Picture taken by scouting party 52.15.M42 on surface of N1F1He1-1000. 

 

The fact that the Orks were mid construction of a Stompa, and the history of the Niflheim 

crusades, indicates that N1F1He1-1000 is sporting a huge army with several dangerous 

constructs.  

 

Ork doctrines indicate that N1F1He1-1000 is speeding towards Beluga 61 by the Orks as 

a means of making planetfall. This may result in a head on collision (which would mean 

the destruction of all life on Beluga 61) or an orbital manoeuvre combined with 
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bombarding the planet with Rokks (huge fortified pieces of planetary rock launched 

towards the surface). Either way, N1F1He1-1000 should no longer be considered an 

asteroid easy to get rid of. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The asteroid N1F1He1-1000 is no asteroid at all, but in fact the remnants of Niflheim, 

now seemingly an Ork piloted moon. 

 

The threat level of this object has to be raised, and its destruction should be set to top 

priority to stop it from ever reaching the Beluga System. 

 

The citizens of Beluga 61 are not to be informed of the findings in this report, but further 

missions should be initiated to get a foothold on N1F1He1-1000 so a drilling operation 

for its core can commence. 

 

 

 

 

 


